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REVIEW
VISUAL DEVELOPMENT. (Vol. I). By J. H. Prince, F.R.M.S., F.Z.S.,
F.B.O.A., F.S.M.C. Edinburgh: E. & S. Livingstone Ltd. Pp. 418. Price 50s.
TiE aulhor staites that one of the main purposes of his book is to create a desire on the part
of young men entering the optical and ophthalmological professions to enter the field of research
and field study. Professor H. Hartridge remarks in the foreword that he found the book full of
information, much of which is new.
The field termed by the author "Ocular Naturalism" would perhaps be better understood as
"Natural History," paying special attention to visual equipment. In this field he has laboured
considerably, and he has included in his pages the results of his labours. The fundus appearances
of the eyes of a great variety of vertebrates is illustrated in colour, together with photo-micrographs
of many retinae. There are chapters discussing the varying shapes of the pupil in different animals
and on the nature and functions of tapeta.
A chapter on "Colour Appreciation in the Lower Orders" leads to a discussion on colour
vision in man, in which a survey is made of the different theories and suggestions offered on which
a new theory may be based.
In the discussion of night vision the induction of retinitis pigmentosa by exposing nocturnal
animals to excesses of daylight is instanced. The author reports an investigation he has carried
out in defective night vision which led him to the conclusion that the nicotine ingested by
cigarette-smokers has a marked effect on night vision in certain individuals.
Twvo chapters are devoted to technique, one on securing, staining, and mounting specimens and
one on microscopy.
A criticism which might be made is of the way in which the bibliography is set out. The
reviewer finds the more usual method of setting out the authors' names in alphabetical order
preferable to an alphabetical list of titles of articles. The serious student of comparative anatomy
would find the bibliography enriched if it included a reference to Rochon-Duvigneaud; Les Yeux
et la V'ision des Vertebres; Masson, 1943, with its extensive references to the Continental literature.
One also feels that a book on visual development might well refer in its bibliography to Ida C.
Mann's classic, "Development of the Human Eye," 1928.
Messrs. E. & S. Livingstone have produced a very attractive volume which, reaches or perhaps
surpasses pre-var standards of paper, printing, and illustration. Volume II is to follow when more
dissection has been carried out. Attempts will then be made to prove points and present new
theories. In the meantime) Volume I can be recommended as a thought-provoking, book which
raises and discusses many varied topics. Professor Hartridge, in his foreword, states that he found
it absorbing. Others are likely to do so too. J. A. C.
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